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Abstract
Germanene, single-atom-thick germanium nanosheet in a honeycomb lattice, was
proposed to be a Dirac-fermion material beyond graphene. We performed scanning
tunneling microscopy and in-situ Raman spectroscopy studies combined with
first-principles calculations on the atomic structures, and the electronic and phonon
properties of germanene on Au(111). The low-buckled 1×1 germanene honeycomb
lattice was determined to exist in an unexpected rectangular √7×√7 superstructure.
Through in-situ Raman measurements, distinctive
vibrational phonon modes were discovered in √7×√7 germanene, revealing the
special

coupling

between

Dirac

fermion

and

lattice

vibrations,

namely,

electron-phonon coupling (EPC). The significant enhancement of EPC is correlated
with the tensile strain which is evoked by the singular buckled structure of √7×√7
germanene on Au(111) substrate. Our results present clear evidence for the existence
of epitaxial germanene, and elucidate the exotic properties of germanene on Au(111).
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Two-dimensional (2D) materials with Dirac fermion characteristics have attracted
tremendous interest due to their exotic properties, which are relevant for both
fundamental research and potential applications.1-4 Among these, silicene and
germanene, which are the silicon and germanium analogues of graphene, are
intriguing because both of them have intrinsic energy gaps in addition to Dirac cones
in their electronic band structures.5-13 Unlike the negligible gap of 1.55 meV in
silicene, germanene is expected to possess a larger intrinsic gap of 24 meV at the
Dirac point due to its greater spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect.14-16 It is likely to be a
highly promising approach to tune the Fermi level of germanene through electric
gating, while keeping its ultra-high charge mobility. Therefore, germanene is regarded
as a feasible candidate Dirac-fermion material for the development of high-speed and
low-energy-consumption field-effect transistors.17
In fact, it is surprising that germanium atoms can crystallize into a 2D honeycomb
lattice, because the Ge-Ge bond in the bulk germanium is too long to allow the lateral
overlapping (shoulder-to-shoulder) of pz orbitals, thus prohibiting sp2 hybridization.
Consequently, the energetically favorable hybridization state in bulk germanium is the
sp3 state. Theoretical simulations indicate that the adjacent Ge atoms in the
germanene unit cell are slightly offset to each other in the out-of-plane directions.14
Although the elongated bond lengths weaken the π−π interaction in germanene, it may
cause distinct coupling of σ and π bonds to form stable buckled structures.14,15 This
hypothesis was soon verified in recent experiments, in which germanene layers have
been successfully epitaxially grown on various metallic and semiconducting
substrates.10-12,17-21 Abundant reconstructions of epitaxial germanene have been
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observed subject to different substrates, for example, 3×3 and 2×2 germanene
superstructures (with respect to 1×1 germanene) on Pt(111) and Al(111) surfaces,
respectively.10,12 These reconstructions indicate that germanene may adopt
complicated buckled structures, which are determined by the underlying substrates.
Actually, the buckled height of germanene (∆𝑧) seems to be predominantly due to the
substrates. For example, ∆𝑧 is 0.123 nm in germanene grown on Al(111) substrate,
but is much smaller (0.064 nm) when the substrate is changed to Pt(111).10,12 Because
the buckling will have a significant impact on the electronic structure of 2D materials
through electron-phonon coupling (EPC),22 the substrate-modulated buckling may
provide an additional way to tailor the electronic properties of germanene.
Unfortunately, the details of the buckled structures in germanene are still unclear due
to the great challenge in observing the 1×1 structure. Therefore, how these buckling
structures influence the phonon and electronic properties in germanene remains a
puzzle and deserves intensive study.
In this work, we have investigated the superstructures of germanium layers grown
on Au(111) substrate by low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
in-situ Raman spectroscopy. The honeycomb arrangement of 1×1 germanene was
revealed with atomic resolution in a rectangular superstructure, implying the 2D
continuous nature of germanene. Combined with first-principles calculations, a
structural mode of the √ 7 × √ 7 reconstruction in respect to buckled 1 × 1
germanene was identified for this rectangular superstructure. The distinctive phonon
mode and EPC in the √7×√7 germanene superstructure on Au(111) attributed to
this buckled structure was revealed by in-situ Raman spectroscopy. An obvious shift
3

of the E2g peak indicates large tensile strain residing in the germanene honeycomb
lattice due to germanene-substrate interaction, giving rise to a significant
enhancement of the EPC strength.
Results and Discussion
The close-packed Au(111) surface shows a 22 × √ 3 reconstruction with a
long-range herringbone pattern on the scale of a few hundred nm, as shown in Figure
1(a) and Figure S1 (Supporting Information).23-25 When the substrate temperature is
lower than 350 K, Ge nanoclusters tend to form on the Au(111) substrate. With
increasing substrate temperature to 400 K, the Ge atoms arrange themselves along the
direction of herringbone patterns of Au(111) surface in the sub-monolayer film,
establishing a spider-web-like network, as seen in Figure S2(b) of Supporting
Information. Further deposition leads to Ge atoms growing along the edges of the
networks and creates the broader Ge filaments, as shown in Figure 1(b), Figure S2(c)
and S2(d) of Supporting Information. The formation of such the self-assembled Ge
network can be attributed to the local discrepancy in the surface electronic structure
and molecular reactivity of the Au atoms across different surface sites.24,25 Figure 1(c)
displays the large-scale STM image of Ge film with a coverage slightly more than 1
monolayer (ML) deposited at 400 K, on which the second layer Ge film starts to form
in a striped appearance as marked by green arrows. With the increment of the
coverage, the number of the stripes increases and their width becomes much broader,
as shown in Figure 1(d) and Figure S2(g) to S2(i) of Supporting Information. The
evolution of Ge films with different coverages is revealed by STM and is illustrated in
Figure S2 in Supporting Information. Typical high-resolution STM images of
4

first-layer and second-layer Ge films are shown in Figure 1(e) and 1(f), respectively.
It is found that the first layer show a disordered rhombic-like atomic arrangement,
while a long-ranged rectangular reconstruction appears in the second layer.
Considering lattice mismatch between Au(111) and epitaxial Ge films, the first-layer
Ge film is most likely a buffer layer the subsequent formation of second-layer Ge film.
Based on the line profile taken on the second-layer Ge film [Figure S3(d) and S3(e),
Supporting Information], it reveals that the periodicity of the protrusions in the
rectangular reconstruction is between 0.50 nm and 0.54 nm. When the substrate
temperature was increased to 600 K in the deposition and found that Ge-Au alloy is
formed instead of Ge films (see more details in S4 part of Supporting Information).
In order to resolve detailed atomic structures in second-layer Ge film and eliminate
the effect of the density of states (DOS) in the STM images, we acquired
high-resolution STM images in the same area on the second-layer Ge film by
applying different sample bias, as shown in Figure 2(a)-2(c). The periodicity of the
atomic structure exhibits obvious variation upon the bias. It was found that some
protrusions observed in the rectangular reconstruction deviate from their previous
sites upon different sample bias applied, as shown in Figure 2. The bias dependent
surface topography indicates that some of the protrusions may be contributed by
several surrounding Ge atoms or electronic effects rather than individual Ge atoms.
This deduction is confirmed by STM image in higher resolution, as shown in Figure
2(c), where only the protrusions at certain atomic sites in the superlattice unit cell
(labelled by the green squares) are exactly allied to Ge atoms. Interestingly, a
honeycomb arrangement with a low-buckled atomic structure was observed in the
5

second-layer Ge film when a low sample bias of 0.01 V was applied during scanning.
The surface periodicity given by the distance between the dark depressions varies
from 0.39 nm to 0.43 nm [see Figure S4(f)-S4(h)], which agree well with the value
for

low-buckled

FS

germanene

(3.974.06

Å)

predicted

by

theoretical

calculations.14,26-30 This honeycomb unit cell in Figure 2(c) suggests that the
second-layer Ge film is the 1 × 1 germanene layer. The observation of 1 × 1
germanene with atomic resolution provides solid evidence for the existence of
germanene rather than the formation of Ge-Au alloy or bulk Ge(111) after deposition
of Ge atoms on Au(111) substrate. The higher-resolution STM images are correlated
to two factors. One is the small bias voltage, which corresponds to a short distance
between tip and sample surface, and increases the atom tunneling current of the
buckled-down atom. Another factor is the tip size effect. The high-resolution STM
tips used in our work allow us to obtain STM image of 1×1 germanene unit cell.31-35
In Figure 2, the superlattice labeled by the green square can be assigned as a √7×
√7 reconstruction in terms of 1×1 germanene. Figure 2(d) displays the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) pattern of Figure 2(c), where three groups of diffraction patterns are
identified and labeled by circles with different colors. To reveal the origin of these
patterns, the inverse FFT images of the green circles, yellow circles, and blue circles
are displayed in Figure 2(e)-2(g), respectively. Using the √7×√7 unit cell as a
reference, the green circles, yellow circles, and blue circles were identified as
representing the 1 × 1 phase, √ 7/2 × √ 7/2 phase, and √ 7 × √ 7 phase of
germanene, respectively. The emergence of multiple atomic structures in one image
indicates the distinctive but complicated buckling nature of germanene on Au(111).
6

Note that the lattice constants of the √7×√7 superlattice of germanene are
around 1.01 nm and 1.12 nm for the two lattice orientations, which are between 2√3
times (1.00 nm) and 4 times (1.15 nm) the periodicity of Au(111) (0.288 nm). The √
7×√7 unit cell, however, could not be directly assigned to the 4×4 or 2√3×2√3
superstructure [in respect to Au(111) surface], because both of the two superstructures
should feature hexagonal symmetry rather than the rectangular unit cell observed in
our STM images. Nevertheless, the 4×2√3 superstructure of Au(111) surface is in a
rectangular arrangement, as shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 3(a). Based on
the experimental results, the structural model shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) is thus
proposed as follows: a bilayer germanium nanosheet with a honeycomb arrangement
of Ge atoms is adsorbed on the Au(111) surface, where the lattice constant for the 4×
2√3 unit cell of Au(111) matches that of the √7×√7 superlattice in terms of 1×1
germanene. To build the co-periodic lattice of the germanene/Au hybrid system,
germanene is stretched in the a direction by 7.3% and compressed in the b direction
by 7.2%, respectively. Despite the contraction in the b direction, the Ge-Ge bond
lengths in Au-supported germanene are longer than that in FS germanene. The
average Ge-Ge bond length in buckled germanene is about 2.563 Å, compared with
that in ideal FS germanene (2.443 Å). Detailed information on bond lengths is given
in Figure S8. Meanwhile, the average height difference ∆𝑧 between the red Ge
atoms and the blue Ge atoms in Figure 3(b) is about 1.55 Å, which is two times the
buckled height of FS germanene (0.68 Å). Such a large buckling height is the main
reason for long Ge-Ge bond length in √ 7 × √ 7 reconstruction regardless of
contraction in b direction. Evidently, the large buckled height in the supported
7

germanene can be attributed to the interaction with the Au substrate. It should be
noted that both of the two Ge layers display the √7×√7 arrangement rather than
the direct stack of a √7×√7 monolayer germanene on the top of Ge/Au alloy. Such
bilayer germanene structure is stabilized by the interactions between adjacent Ge
layers and between Ge nanosheets and Au(111) substrate. All these results manifest
that the √7×√7 reconstruction is not the FS germanene. The strong interaction
between √7×√7 germanene and Au(111) substrate leads to significant structural
changes manifested by buckling height and Ge-Ge bond length. A simulated STM
image of bilayer germanene on Au(111) surface is shown in Figure 3(c). The
evolution from the atomic structure model to the simulated STM image and then to
the experimental STM image in Figure 3(d) indicates the agreement between the
structural model and the experiment.
Raman spectroscopy is an insightful tool to probe the phonon dynamics in 2D
Dirac fermion materials, which is distinct from that of their 3D bulk parent.36 The
phonon vibrational properties of all the germanene nanosheets were investigated by
in-situ Raman measurements to prevent possible oxidization during ex-situ
measurements. No Raman signal of Au(111) can be detected due to the Rayleigh
scattering, as shown in Figure S7(a). The Raman spectra of different Ge nanosheets
are shown in Figure 4(a). The buffer layer and Ge-Au alloy do not show any Raman
signal, which may be ascribed to the absence of Ge-Ge covalent bonds after the
formation of Ge-Au alloy. Interestingly, the Raman spectrum of √ 7 × √ 7
germanene phase shows two peaks at around 179 cm-1 (labeled as peak I) and 228
cm-1 (labeled as peak II), respectively. Both Raman peaks are far away from typical
8

E2g peak of Ge(111). It verifies that the √7×√7 germanene is not a reconstruction
of Ge(111) surface.
In order to reveal the origin of these two vibrational modes of √7×√7
germanene, we performed first-principles simulations of the vibration density of states
for both FS germanene and bilayer √7×√7 germanene on Au(111) by assuming a
defect-free configuration, as shown in Figure 4(b). The simulated spectrum of √7×
√7 germanene agree well with the experimental results, in which peak I and II
correspond to the out-of-plane transverse optical (oTO) mode and E2g mode,
respectively. It should be noted that these two vibration modes could also be identified
in simulated results of FS germanene. However, there are obvious frequency shifts for
both vibration modes (especially for the E2g mode) in FS germanene compared to
these in √7×√7 germanene. Considering the fact that the E2g mode can be
modulated by the strain effect in 2D materials,37-41 the relationship between the
frequency shift of the E2g mode and stain can be described as:40-43
∆𝜔 = 𝜔𝐺𝑒 − 𝜔0 = −

𝑛𝑣𝜔0 (𝑑𝐺𝑒 −𝑑0 )
𝑎0

= 𝛼𝜀

(1),

where 𝜔𝐺𝑒 and 𝜔0 are the frequencies of the E2g mode in √7×√7 germanene
and FS germanene, respectively; 𝑛 is the dimensionality of the material; 𝑣 is the
Grüneisen parameter; 𝑑𝐺𝑒 and 𝑑0 are the Ge-Ge bond lengths in √ 7 × √ 7
germanene and FS germanene, respectively. 𝑑𝐺𝑒 = 2.563 Å and 𝑑0 = 2.443 Å from
our density functional theory (DFT) calculations, as displayed in Figure S8
Supporting Information, gives 4.91% tensile strain (𝜀), leading to the frequency of the
E2g mode in √7×√7 germanene being downshifted to 240 cm-1 by taking the
coefficient 𝛼 = 940 cm-1, which is comparable to but still a bit larger than that of
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peak II in Raman spectra (228 cm-1). There should be another factor contributing to
the shift of the phonon frequency if peak II corresponds to the E2g mode of√7×√7
germanene. In fact, the E2g vibration at the zone center ( point) couples with Dirac
fermions at the zone boundary (K points), which is allowed by germanene lattice
symmetry. The carriers in the honeycomb lattice mutually interact with the E2g mode
through dynamical perturbations due to the creation and annihilation of virtual
long-wavelength electron-hole pairs across the gapless Dirac point.44 The energy
range of the virtual electron-hole pairs allowed by the Pauli principle is determined by
the position of the Fermi energy (EF). The EF of √7×√7 germanene is expected to
be lifted by the electron doping from the Au(111) substrate, leading to a shift of the
mode frequency. The doping-induced shift of the E2g frequency has been predicted by
previous theoretical simulations.22,45 The Raman results for the √7×√7 phase of
germanene on Au(111) display distinctive phonon modes distinct from those of
Ge(111), which can be used as the Raman fingerprint to identify germanene on the
Au(111) surface.
The shift of the E2g phonon frequencies in 2D materials reflects the variation of
EPC strength by the following relationship: 𝛾 = 𝑁𝐹 𝑉𝑒𝑝 ~ 𝜔−2 , where 𝛾 is a
dimensionless parameter representing the EPC strength, 𝑁𝐹 is the electron density of
states (EDOS) at the Fermi level, and 𝑉𝑒𝑝 is the mean electron-phonon coupling
potential at the Fermi level.37,46,47 The 𝑁𝐹 could be modulated by electron doping
from substrate, while the tensile strain induced decrement of the energy of optical
phonons in √7×√7 germanene gives rise to higher electron-phonon potential. In
order to make a quantitative analysis of the Raman frequency dependence of EPC
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strength, the EPC matrix elements for the optical modes in germanene are introduced
as:22,47
𝐪𝑣

𝑔𝐤+𝐪,𝐤 =< 𝐤 + 𝐪|𝑉𝐪𝑣 𝛿𝜇|𝐤 >

(2),

where 𝑉𝐪𝑣 is the deformation potential operator associated with the phonon mode (𝐪,
𝑣), and 𝛿𝜇 is the zero-point oscillation amplitude of a quantum particle. In graphene,
the optical branch dominating the EPC is the in-plane C-C stretching mode (E2g)
which is defined as a characteristic phonon mode (𝜔0 ) in EPC matrix elements. Thus,
the Equation (2) could be simplified as:
𝐪𝑣

𝑔𝐤+𝐪,𝐤 =

<𝐤+𝐪|𝑉𝐪𝑣 |𝐤>

(3).

√2𝑀𝜔0

Considering that 𝛾 is correlated to the renormalization of electronic energy spectrum
at Fermi surface, we calculated the value of 𝛾 by applying a simple second-order
perturbation:
𝐪𝑣

𝛾 ≈ ∑𝐪,𝑣

2

|𝑔𝐤+𝐪,𝐤 |

0
𝐸𝐤+𝐪
−𝐸𝐤0

0
𝛿(𝐸𝐤+𝐪
− 𝐸𝐤0 − 𝜔0 ) ∝ 𝜔−2

(4).

This relation originates from the zero-point oscillation amplitude induced by large
deformation and the energy reconstruction in the perturbation theory. According to the
E2g peak shift from 290 cm-1 (FS germanene) to 228 cm-1 (√7×√7 germanene), the
EPC in √7×√7 germanene is enhanced by up to 60%. It should be noted that the
intrinsic linewidth in a defect-free sample is contributed by two factors, namely,
electron-phonon

interaction

and

anharmonic

phonon-phonon

interaction.48-50

Therefore, the enhancement of EPC strength in √7×√7 germanene on Au(111)
substrate is expected to evoke a larger linewidth of E2g peak similar to that in
graphene.44,50,51 In fact, the E2g peak linewidth of √7×√7 germanene (~21.1 cm-1)
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is much larger than that of FS germanene (~1 cm-1) from previous simulation,22 as
shown in Table I of Supporting Information, confirming the indication of the enlarged
EPC strength in √7×√7 germanene. Both the simulated electronic density of state
(EDOS) and experimentally measured scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) results
reveal a metallic behavior of √7×√7 germanene, as shown in Figure S9(b) and
S9(c). This distinguishes from the semimetal electronic structure of FS germanene.
Such a tremendous change in √7×√7 germanene could be partly ascribed to the
enhanced EPC strength and the modulated phonon frequency by Au(111). The
enhancement of the EPC is of particular interest because it gives rise to Kohn
anomalies

and

superconductivity

in

the

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer

(BCS)

superconductors,44,47,52 paving the way to its further characterization and potential
applications for this new 2D material.
Conclusion
In summary, germanium layers on Au(111) with different structures have been
identified by STM and in-situ Raman spectroscopy. The honeycomb 1×1 germanene
with buckled structure has been identified in a √ 7 × √ 7 superstructure, as
demonstrated by both the atomic-resolution STM images and first-principles
calculations. The in-situ Raman spectra reveal the distinct phonon modes in √7×√
7 germanene, which provides a clear evidence for the formation of germanene rather
than the building blocks of bulk germanium crystal or Ge-Au alloy. Our results
indicate a significant enhancement of the EPC strength in √7×√7 germanene due
to the lattice mismatch between the germanene layers and the Au(111) substrate,
suggesting a possible means to modulate the physical properties of germanene and to
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realize its possible integration with ubiquitous nanotechnology.
Methods
All samples used in this work were fabricated in a preparation chamber supplied
with a low-temperature STM/scanning near-field optical microscopy system
(LT-STM-SNOM, SNOM1400, Unisoku Co.). Clean Au(111) substrates were
prepared by argon ion sputtering and annealed at 850 K for several cycles. The
germanium nanosheets were then deposited on the Au(111) surfaces by evaporation of
germanium from a heated germanium wafer. The deposition flux of Ge was 0.02
monolayers per minute (ML/min). In-situ Raman spectra were acquired on the
samples for the same areas as in the STM measurements. The Raman laser irradiation
(λ = 532 nm) was delivered through a single-mode optical fiber around 3 μm in
diameter into the measurement chamber of the STM-SNOM system. All the
measurements were carried on in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) at 77 K.
In the case of the first-principles calculations, all geometry optimization and
simulation of STM images of Au(111)-supported germanene were carried out using
the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) based on density functional theory
and planewave basis.53 The electron-ion interactions were represented by the projector
augmented wave (PAW) potentials.54 The STM images were simulated by using the
Tersoff-Hamann approximation with a constant height of 2 Å above the buckled-up
Ge atoms.55 Meanwhile, the Raman spectrum and phonon vibrational modes of FS
germanene were investigated using the CASTEP code based on DFT, the planewave
basis, and norm conserving pseudopotentials.56 In all DFT calculations, we chose the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof

(PBE)

functional
13

within

the

generalized-gradient

approximation (GGA) to treat the exchange-correlation interaction of electrons.57 A
kinetic energy cut-oﬀ of 400 eV for the planewave basis and a convergence criterion
of 10−5 eV for the total energies were carefully tested and adopted in all calculations.
Associated content
Supporting Information
STM images of Au(111) surface, Ge nanosheets with different coverages, STM
images of striped structure with different orientations, and simulated Raman spectra
and EDOS of FS germanene and √7×√7 germanene as well as the experimental
STS results of √7×√7 germanene.
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Figures and figure captions

Figure 1 Differential STM images of (a) clean Au(111) surface with herringbone pattern (Vbias
= 1.5 V, I = 50 pA), (b) germanium sheet with 0.6 monolayer coverage (Vbias = 4.0 V, I = 50
pA), (c) germanium sheet with 1.0 monolayer coverage (Vbias = 3.0 V, I = 50 pA), and (d)
germanium sheet with 1.3 monolayer coverage (Vbias = 3.6 V, I = 50 pA), respectively. The
green arrows are labelled to point out the position of the second layer. High resolution STM
images of (e) first layer germanium sheet (Vbias = 3.0 V, I = 60 pA) and (f) second layer
germanium sheet (Vbias = 0.02 V, I = 50 pA), respectively.
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Figure 2 STM images of √7×√7 germanene phase scanned with different bias voltages: (a) 4
nm × 4 nm, Vbias = 0.1 V, I = 50 pA; (b) 4 nm × 4 nm, Vbias = 0.04 V, I = 50 pA; and (c) 4 nm
× 4 nm, Vbias = 0.01 V, I = 50 pA. (d) FFT of panel (c) displays three groups of diffraction
patterns, labelled by the green circles, yellow circles, and blue circles, respectively. (e)-(g) are
the inverse FFT images of the green circles, yellow circles, and blue circles in panel (d),
respectively. The green squares are plotted to illustrate the unit cell of √7×√7 germanene. The
red honeycomb in (e) stands for the unit cell of 1×1 germanene.
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Figure 3 Top (a) and side (b) views of relaxed model of atomic structure of the √7×√7
germanene/4×2√3 Au(111) configuration. Ge atoms in different layers with different heights
are labelled by different colors. The red rectangle stands for the unit cell of √7×√7 germanene.
The a, b vectors stand for lattice directions. ∆𝑧 stands for the buckling height of √7×√7
germanene. The Ge atoms in the buffer layer are labeled by light blue, while the Ge atoms in
the upper layer with different heights are labeled by red, green, and dark blue, respectively. (c)
Simulated STM image of √7×√7 germanene. (d) Schematic diagram of the evolution from the
relaxed model of atomic structure to the simulated STM image and then to the experimental
STM image (from left to right).
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Figure 4 (a) Raman spectra of buffer layer, Ge-Au alloy, and √7×√7 germanene phase. (b)
DFT calculations of the vibration density of states of both FS monolayer germanene and √7
×√7 germanene on Au(111). (c) Simulated vibration modes of FS germanene and √7×√
7 germanene/4×2√3 Au(111) configuration, respectively. The green vectors in the insets
show the eigendisplacements of the E2g mode and oTO mode calculated from the dynamical
matrix.
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